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Marguerite Casey Foundation exists to help low-income families strengthen their voice and mobilize their communities in order to achieve a more just and equitable society for all.

Overview

The face of America is changing: more than half of Americans under age five are of color, and by 2044 we will be a majority people-of-color nation. But while communities of color are driving growth and becoming a larger share of the population, inequality is on the rise and racial inequities remain wide and persistent. Dismantling racial barriers and ensuring that everyone can participate and reach their full potential are critical for the nation’s prosperity. Equity—just and fair inclusion of all—is essential to growing a strong economy and building vibrant and resilient communities. This issue brief describes the economic and community benefits of ensuring every family can live in an affordable home.
**Why Equitable Housing for All Matters**

Where people live affects their ability to access quality education, transportation, safety, and employment. This means that housing is not only the single greatest expense for most families, it is also a key determinant in whether or not they have a fair chance to reach their potential as full members of society. Equitable housing must be more than affordable; it must also connect workers and residents to the jobs, schools, services, and community assets that will enable them to thrive. In growing and gentrifying areas, rising housing costs and stagnant wages have narrowed affordable housing options and displaced vulnerable communities; at the same time, in disinvested neighborhoods where housing is less expensive, inadequate infrastructure and critically underfunded institutions present tremendous barriers to the economic and social inclusion of their residents.

Developing quality, affordable housing creates jobs and economic opportunity. Ensuring that affordable housing is located near transit helps low-income families save money and access employment and services. Also, housing ownership can provide a pathway to asset-building and economic security for individuals and communities. Stable, affordable housing that provides access to essential opportunities is fundamental to an equitable economy that gives all residents the chance to reach their full potential.

---

**Housing and Equitable Growth**

- **75%**
  - Share of extremely low-income renters who spend more than half of their income on housing costs

- **2 Million**
  - Units of affordable housing that will be lost by 2025 as their tax exemptions expire

- **112**
  - Number of jobs created by the construction of 100 units of affordable housing

- **96,000**
  - Jobs supported by the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit in a typical year

**Sources:** National Low-Income Housing Coalition; Center for Housing Policy; Joint Center for Housing Studies at Harvard University; National Association of Home Builders
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Key Challenges to Ensuring Quality, Affordable Homes for All

Finding affordable housing is one of the greatest challenges for families across the nation and is particularly challenging for low-income families for several reasons.

• **Housing costs rising faster than wages.** Housing is considered unaffordable when the median rent price exceeds 30 percent of median pre-tax income. Nationwide, by this measure, fully 53 percent of renters are considered housing cost-burdened. Housing has become increasingly unaffordable because rental prices have increased while wages have remained stagnant for a decade. Rent costs rose 6 percent between 2000 and 2012 while renter incomes fell 13 percent in the same time period. About three out of every four extremely low-income renter households are severely housing cost-burdened, spending more than 50 percent of their incomes on housing costs. The National Bureau of Economic Research estimates that this imbalanced housing market has deprived the United States of 9.5 percent of growth in GDP.

• **Inadequate protections from displacement.** The affordable housing crisis is leading to more and more low-income families being evicted to make room for higher-paying renters. Rapid gentrification in urban centers is forcing low-income households to relocate to the suburbs where they are further removed from essential supports and services, such as public transportation and job centers. Moreover, as low-income housing tax exemptions expire, hundreds of thousands of affordable housing units are lost every year; of the 4.8 million total subsidized units across the nation, affordability restrictions will expire for more than 2 million over the next decade.

• **Exclusionary zoning and persistent discrimination.** Exclusionary zoning regulations require large lot sizes, large square footage per dwelling, and other features that prevent development of low- and moderate-income housing. Exclusionary zoning in suburban areas excludes low-income people from living in high-opportunity neighborhoods with better performing schools and reinforce residential racial segregation.

The Economic Benefits of Ensuring Quality, Affordable Homes for All

Ensuring affordable homes for all would have many positive impacts on the economy.

• **Job creation.** Affordable housing construction provides a ripple effect and creates direct jobs in construction as well as indirect jobs in supporting industries and other businesses. Affordable housing also creates jobs through increased customer demand for goods and services from new residents. On average, building 100 units of Low-Income Tax Credit housing creates 80 direct and indirect construction jobs and 32 jobs in response to new consumer demand from the homes’ residents.

• **Business development.** Affordable housing development stimulates economies and creates business opportunities beyond construction. In Rhode Island, an estimated $25 million in affordable housing bonds spurred more than $200 million in construction-related work and generated almost $400 million in economic activity in the state, including $149 million in wages paid to employees whose jobs were created or sustained by the affordable housing investment.

• **A greater share of income to spend on essentials.** In 27 states, the median renter is housing cost-burdened, spending more than 30 percent of family income on rent. When housing consumes more than 30 percent of income, families have difficulty paying for other necessities like food, health care, and clothing, and economic growth is stifled because households begin to restrict their spending. By spending less on housing, families will have more money to spend on other essential expenses. Low-income workers tend to spend any additional income immediately and locally on goods and services that they could not previously afford. The resulting spending boosts local businesses and local economies.

• **Increased productivity.** Developing affordable housing near transit reduces commute times, saves on transportation costs, and helps increase worker productivity. Annually, productivity increases due to expanded transit access top $58 billion for U.S. businesses.
• **Underresourced and inconsistent public investment for affordable housing production.** Private developers cannot afford to build affordable homes without government support and subsidy. Without a dedicated revenue source, support for building affordable housing differs widely from year to year and from region to region. The lack of stability makes the affordable housing construction market unappealing to developers. Hundreds of thousands of affordable housing units are lost each year as low-income housing tax exemptions expire, and most new housing construction is intended for higher-income households. For every 100 extremely low-income households, only 31 affordable housing units are available.

• **Strengthen tenant protections.** Tenant protections such as rent control and just-cause eviction laws are the first line of defense in maintaining affordable housing stock. Tenants must be protected against being forced to leave their homes, particularly in tight rental markets where landlords use tactics like harassment and failure to make repairs in order to displace tenants in affordable housing. The City of Oakland, California, recently passed a tenant protection ordinance that protects tenants against 16 different methods of harassment used by landlords to push them out of their homes. Oakland joins San Francisco, East Palo Alto, Santa Monica, and West Hollywood in providing protections to tenants against landlord harassment.

### Strategies to Achieve Homes for All

Many communities and organizations are advancing the following strategies to address these challenges and ensure every family can live in a quality home.

• **Organize with tenants and the homeless.** Political will for the implementation of new strategies is often only possible when residents are organized and apply appropriate pressure, so organizing must be a first and enduring strategy. Also, the best policy solutions are often derived in consultation with those who are most impacted. Organizing makes meaningful engagement possible.

• **Ensure that a certain share of new homes developed are affordable for low-income families.** Inclusionary housing policies, also known as inclusionary zoning, work to ensure that affordable and moderate-income housing is included in market-rate housing developments. These policies are usually accompanied by density bonuses or regulatory relief to offset the cost of pricing units at a cost affordable to lower-income households. A recent trend is to include affordable unit requirements with “upzoning”—re zoning that allows housing or commercial development with more density, increased height or bulk, parking reductions, or allowing residential construction where previously prohibited. In Redmond, Washington, affordable housing zoning is a mandatory inclusionary policy for upzoned neighborhoods. In exchange for higher densities, new developments of 10 or more units must provide 10 percent of these units at prices affordable to low-income households, with rental affordability into perpetuity.

### Equitable Growth in Action

**Securing Affordability for Generations in Boston’s South Dorchester Community**

For 25 years, Boston’s Codman Square Neighborhood Development Corporation has been working to build a stronger South Dorchester community through affordable housing and commercial development, economic inclusion, transit equity, and deep resident engagement. The organization has converted many blighted properties into permanently affordable housing and commercial spaces. It now owns more than 920 housing units and has developed more than 51,000 square feet of community-oriented commercial space. In the near future, the community development corporation plans to build 19 affordable units near transit.

Sources: Codman Square Neighborhood Development Corporation; The Bay State Banner
• **Preserve existing affordable homes, especially those located near transit and good schools in good neighborhoods.** The demand for affordable housing, especially affordable rental housing, far outweighs the supply, so existing affordable housing (including expiring covenant properties) must be preserved to prevent an even deeper crisis. In Cook County, Illinois, the demand for affordable rental housing steadily increased while the supply declined, leading to a rental gap of nearly 180,000 units. To reverse this trend, Cook County enacted a preservation compact to stop the loss of affordable rental housing. The compact was created in 2005 by a coalition of government, business, and nonprofit leaders and continually updates its strategy to meet changing market conditions. Many large nonprofit developers and community land trusts are also buying market-rate housing and taking it off the market to preserve its affordability over time.

• **Create affordable housing trust funds with permanent revenue sources.** Creating a reliable, permanent funding stream is essential for increasing affordable housing construction. Housing trust funds have been created in 47 states plus the District of Columbia, and several states have passed legislation to encourage and/or enable local jurisdictions to dedicate public funds to affordable housing. States that provide permanent revenue to their state housing trust funds do so through several means, including a real estate transfer tax, documentary stamp tax, unclaimed funds, and other sources. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have recently begun paying into the National Housing Trust Fund, which could eventually total hundreds of millions of dollars each year for affordable housing.

• **Enforce fair housing regulations.** On the federal level, the Fair Housing Act protects against discrimination based on race, color, national origin, religion, sex, familial status, or handicap in the sale and rental of housing and mortgage lending. The act is enforced by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), yet research has shown that the department falls far short of fully enforcing the law. In July 2015, in response to a Government Accountability Office audit recommending guidance and tools, the Obama Administration released a housing rule, Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing (AFFH), to assist local leaders in identifying and proactively addressing segregation and racial inequities in community investments. Cities, counties, states, and housing authorities now will have to assess measures of poverty, segregation, environmental health, quality schools, jobs, and transportation access; set goals to address disparities; and dedicate spending to achieve their goals.
Learn More

• **Right to the City** National coalition working to end displacement and advocating for urban justice.

• **Causa Justa/Just Cause** Organization building grassroots power, solidarity, and leadership for equitable communities.

• **Center for Housing Policy** Applied housing research identifying policy solutions for housing challenges.

• **Affordable Housing Toolkit** Tools to reverse patterns of segregation and disinvestment, prevent displacement, and promote equitable revitalization. (PolicyLink)

• **Smart Growth America Housing Policies** Provides advocacy and analysis of housing as a component of smart growth.

• **Equitable Development Toolkit** Identifies best practices in anti-displacement and equitable development. (PolicyLink)
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